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ABSTRACT
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control circuit . The first DC /DC converter includes a trans
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operable at multiple operating modes. The control circuit
determines an operating mode for the primary side inverter
or the secondary side rectifier, and controls the primary side
inverter or the secondary side rectifier to change its respec
tive operating mode .
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rectifier is coupled to the capacitor and a second input node ,

AC /DC CONVERTERS WITH WIDER
VOLTAGE REGULATION RANGE

TECHNICAL FIELD

where the bridge rectifier is operable at multiple operating
modes including a full-bridge mode and a half-bridge mode .
In one embodiment, the bridge rectifier includes a plurality

5 of switches and at least one mode controlling switch by

The present invention relates generally to AC /DC con verters, and , in particular embodiments, to AC /DC convert
ers operating with wide voltage regulation ranges.
BACKGROUND

which the bridge rectifier switches from a first operating
mode to a second operating mode .
In accordance with yet another embodiment, a circuit
including a capacitor and a multi -level half -bridge rectifier

10 is provided . The capacitor is coupled to a first input node,

An AC /DC converter is designed to convert an alternating

and the multi -level half-bridge rectifier is coupled to the
capacitor and a second input node, where the multi-level

current (“ AC ” ) mains voltage to a regulated direct current

half -bridge rectifier is operable atmultiple operating modes

(“ DC ” ) output voltage to power an electronic load such as a

including a two - level half-bridge mode and a three -level

tablet, printer, modem , cell phone, or personal computer. In 15 half-bridge mode. In one embodiment, the multi- level half
many applications, an AC /DC converter is required to oper bridge rectifier includes a plurality of switches and at least
ate with a wide input-output voltage range . For example , one mode controlling switch by which the multi -level half
electricity supply voltage varies in different countries. China

bridge rectifier switches from a first operating mode to a

has a supply voltage between 220 v and 230 v , and the U . S . second operating mode.
supply voltage is between 110 v and 130 v . A laptop that can 20 In accordance with yet another embodiment, a method is
work in both countries needs to have a universal AC /DC
provided . The method provides a signal to a converter that

adapter that is able to operate with the supply voltage ranges

includes a bridge rectifier coupled to the secondary side of

of both countries. Further, as new technologies and appli -

a transformer and operable at multiple operating modes, and

cations emerge , such as the quick charge (QC ) 2.0 of

switches the bridge rectifier from a first operating mode to

range. It is well understood , however, conversion efficiency
an output voltage at very wide input and output voltage

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
For a more complete understanding of the present inven

An AC /DC converter that can operate with wide input and
output voltage ranges without suffering from reduced effi

accompanying drawings, in which :
FIG . 1 illustrates a block diagram of an embodiment

Qualcomm and USB Type C connectors, an AC /DC con - 25 a second operating mode .
verter may be required to operate with a wide output voltage

of an AC /DC converter drops significantly when regulating

ranges . Further, an AC /DC converter usually operates at a 30 tion , and the advantages thereof, reference is now made to
low switching frequency , and the power density is also low . the following descriptions taken in conjunction with the

resonant converter ;
ciency and low power density is desired .
35 FIG . 2A illustrates a schematic diagram of an embodi
ment resonant converter ;
SUMMARY
FIG . 2B illustrates a switching waveform of a voltage Vs
Technical advantages are generally achieved , by embodi- of the resonant converter in FIG . 2A , and a timing diagram

ments of this disclosure which describe an AC /DC converter of the gate drive signals for the secondary side switches of
that may operate with wide input and output voltage ranges . 40 the resonant converter when the secondary side rectifier of
In accordance with an embodiment, a converter including the resonant converter operates at a full -bridge mode;
a first DC /DC converter, a second non - isolated DC /DC
FIG . 2C illustrates a switching waveform of a voltage Vs
converter, and a control circuit is provided . The first DC /DC
of the resonant converter in FIG . 2A , and a timing diagram

converter includes a transformer, a primary side inverter

of the gate drive signals for the secondary side switches of

ary side rectifier operates atmultiple operating modes . The

rectifier ;

coupled to the primary side of the transformer, and a 45 the resonant converter when the secondary side rectifier of
secondary side rectifier coupled to the secondary side of the the resonant converter operates at a half- bridge mode ;
transformer, where the primary side inverter or the second FIG . 3 illustrates a schematic diagram of an embodiment

second non -isolated DC /DC converter is coupled to the first

FIG . 4A illustrates a schematic diagram of yet another

DC /DC converter, and the control circuit is also coupled to 50 embodiment resonant converter;
the first DC /DC converter. The control circuit is configured

to determine an operating mode for the primary side inverter

FIG . 4B illustrates a switching waveform of a voltage Vs

of the resonant converter in FIG . 4A , and a timing diagram

or the secondary side rectifier, and change the operating
of the gate drive signals for the secondary side switches of
mode of the primary side inverter or the secondary side the resonant converter when the secondary side rectifier of
rectifier. A method is also provided for changing the oper- 55 the resonant converter operates at a two - level half-bridge
ating mode of the primary side inverter or the secondary side

rectifier. The first DC /DC converter may be a resonant

mode ;

FIG . 4C illustrates a switching waveform of a voltage Vs

converter, a multi- level bridge converter , or a cascaded

of the resonant converter in FIG . 4A , and a timing diagram

converter. In one embodiment, the primary side inverter or

of the gate drive signals for the secondary side switches of

the secondary side rectifier may include a plurality of 60 the resonant converter when the secondary side rectifier of
switches and at least one mode controlling switch by which
the resonant converter operates at a three - level half-bridge
the primary side inverter or the secondary side rectifier mode ;
changes from a first operating mode to a second operating
FIG . 5 illustrates a schematic diagram of yet another
mode.
embodiment rectifier;

In accordance with another embodiment, a circuit includ - 65

ing a capacitor and a bridge rectifier is provided . The

capacitor is coupled to a first input node, and the bridge

FIG . 6 illustrates a flow chart of an embodiment method

for switching a rectifier from one operating mode to a

different operating mode ;
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FIG . 7 illustrates a block diagram of an embodiment

FIG . 1 illustrates a block diagram of an embodiment

resonant converter 100 . The resonant converter 100 is
FIG . 8 illustrates a schematic diagram of an embodiment coupled between an input DC power source 101 and a load
111 . The input DC power source 101 may be telecommu
AC /DC converter;
FIG . 9 illustrates a schematic diagram of another embodi - 5 nication power supplies converting a utility line voltage to a

AC /DC converter ;

ment AC /DC converter ;

FIG . 10 illustrates a flow chart of an embodiment method
for determining operating modes for the primary side and

DC voltage . Alternatively , the input DC power source 101
may be a solar panel array. Furthermore , the input DC power

source 101 may be an energy storage device such as
rechargeable batteries , fuel cells and/ or the like . The load
secondary side of the resonant converter of an AC /DC 10 111
represents the power consumed by a circuit coupled to
converter ;
the
resonant
converter 100. Alternatively , the load 111 may
FIG . 11A illustrates an embodiment 2 * 2 input voltage and
output voltage sub -ranges ;

FIG . 11B illustrates an embodiment 2 * 2 voltage conver
sion ratio table ;

FIG . 11C illustrates another embodiment 2 * 2 voltage
conversion ratio table ;

refer to downstream converters coupled to the output of the

resonant converter 100 .
The resonant converter 100 may comprise a primary side
15 inverter 102 , a resonant tank and transformer circuit 110 , a

secondary side rectifier 114 and an output filter 116 . As

shown in FIG . 1, the primary side inverter 102 , the resonant
conversion ratio table ;
114 and the output filter 116 are coupled to each other and
FIG . 11E illustrates another embodiment 2 * 2 voltage 20 connected in cascade between the input DC power source
conversion ratio table ; and
101 and the load 111 .
FIG . 12 illustrates a flow chart of another embodiment
The primary side inverter 102 is coupled at the primary
FIG . 11D illustrates another embodiment 2 * 2 voltage

tank and transformer circuit 110 , the secondary side rectifier

method for determining operating modes for the primary
side of the resonant tank and transformer circuit 110 and
side and secondary side of the resonant converter of an
converts a DC voltage into a rectangular waveform with an
25 alternating voltage polarity across the resonant tank and
AC /DC converter.
transformer circuit 110 . The primary side inverter 102 may
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE
be an inverter of a full-bridge resonant converter according
to some embodiments. Alternatively, the primary side
EMBODIMENTS

inverter 102 may be an inverter of a half-bridge resonant

The making and using of embodiments of this disclosure 30 converter, a multi -level resonant converter, and/or the like .
are discussed in detail below . It should be appreciated .
In some embodiments , the primary side inverter 102 may
however, that the concepts disclosed herein can be embodied include switches in a topology that allows the primary side
in a wide variety of specific contexts , and that the specific
inverter 102 to operate at different operating modes . For
embodiments discussed herein are merely illustrative and do example , the primary side inverter 102 may switch between
not serve to limit the scope of the claims. Further, it should 35 a half- bridge mode and a full -bridge mode.

be understood that various changes , substitutions and altera -

In accordance with some embodiments , the resonant tank

tions can be made herein without departing from the spirit
and scope of this disclosure as defined by the appended

and transformer circuit 110 may include a resonant tank and
a transformer. The transformer of the resonant tank and

transformer circuit 110 provides electrical isolation between
claims.
Aspects of the present disclosure provide an AC /DC 40 its primary side and secondary side . In accordance with an
converter that includes a first DC /DC converter including a

embodiment, the transformer may be formed of two trans

transformer, a non - isolated DC /DC converter and a control
circuit. The first DC /DC converter may be a bridge type

former windings , namely a primary transformer winding and
a secondary transformer winding. Alternatively , the trans

converter and further include a primary side inverter coupled

former may have a center tapped secondary so as to have

to the primary side of the transformer , and a secondary side 45 three transformer windings including a primary transformer

rectifier coupled to the secondary side of the transformer,

winding, a first secondary transformer winding and a second

where the primary side inverter and the secondary side

secondary transformer winding .

rectifier are capable of operating at multiple operating
modes . The control circuit is configured to determine an

It should be noted that the transformers described above
and throughout the description are merely examples, which

ary side rectifier, and is able to switch the primary side
inverter or the secondary side rectifier from one operating

ordinary skill in the art would recognize many variations ,
alternatives , and modifications . For example, the trans

mode to a different operating mode . By changing the oper-

former may further comprise a variety of bias windings and

ating modes of the primary side inverter and the secondary

gate drive auxiliary windings .

operating in wide input and output voltage ranges . Aspects

tively , the resonant tank may be coupled at the secondary

operating mode for the primary side inverter or the second - 50 should not unduly limit the scope of the claims. One of

rectifier, the first DC /DC converter may produce multiple 55 In accordance with some embodiments , the resonant tank
ranges of voltage conversion ratios, and achieve a high
of the resonant tank and transformer circuit 110 may be
efficiency voltage conversion when the AC /DC converter is
coupled to the primary winding of the transformer. Alterna

of the present disclosure also provide embodiments of the side of the transformer between the secondary winding and
first DC /DC converter which includes a primary side 60 the secondary side rectifier 114 . The resonant tank may be
inverter and a secondary side rectifier operable at multiple
implemented in a variety of ways. In some embodiments , the
operating modes . Aspects of the present disclosure further resonant tank includes three key resonant elements, namely

provide an embodimentmethod for switching the secondary

a series resonant inductor, a series resonant capacitor and a

side rectifier from one operating mode to a different oper -

parallel resonant inductor. A converter with such a configu

ating mode, and a method for determining an operating 65 ration is commonly referred to as an LLC resonant converter

mode for the primary side inverter or the secondary side
rectifier.

for having two inductors and one capacitor. According to the
operating principle of LLC resonant converters, at a switch
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ing frequency approximately equal to the resonant frequency
of the resonant tank , the resonant tank helps to achieve zero
voltage switching and zero current switching for both the
primary side and the secondary side switching elements .

The switching elements Q1, Q2, Q3 and 24 may be
configured in the form of a full-bridge inverter or a half
bridge inverter . Alternatively , the switching elements Q1,

Q2, Q3 and Q4 may be configured as a bridge inverter that

Alternatively, the resonant tank may comprise a multiple 5 can operate at multiple operating modes, such as a half

bridge mode and a full-bridge mode. Control mechanism
element resonant tank such as an LCLCL resonant tank , an may
be applied to switch the bridge inverter from one
LCCL resonant tank and /or the like. The series resonant operating
mode to a different operating mode. According to
inductor and the parallel resonant inductor may be imple some embodiments
elements Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4
mented as external inductors. One of ordinary skill in the art 10 are implemented as, switching
metal
oxide
semiconductor field effect
would recognize that there may be many variations, alter transistors (MOSFETs). According
to alternative embodi
natives and modifications . For example , the series resonant
, these primary side switches ( e . g ., switch Q1) may be
inductor may be implemented as a leakage inductance of the ments
an insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) device . Alterna
transformer.
, the primary side switches can be any controllable
The secondary side rectifier 114 is coupled to the second 15 tively
switches such as integrated gate commutated thyristor
ary side of the resonant tank and transformer circuit 110 , and (IGCT) devices , gate turn -off thyristor GTO
( ) devices , sili
converts an alternating polarity waveform received from the con controlled rectifier (SCR ) devices, junction
gate field
output of the resonant tank and transformer circuit 110 to a effect transistor (JFET ) devices, MOS controlled thyristor
single polarity waveform . The secondary side rectifier 114 (MCT) devices, gallium nitride (GaN ) based power devices
may have a topology that allows the secondary side rectifier 20 and /or the like .
114 to operate atmultiple operating modes . For example , the
FIG . 2A further illustrates that the resonant tank 204 is
secondary side rectifier 114 may have a topology of a bridge coupled between the primary side inverter 202 and the
rectifier and may operate at a full -bridge mode and a

transformer 212 . The resonant tank 204 is formed by a series

half-bridge mode. Alternatively , the secondary side rectifier

resonant capacitor Cr1 , a series resonant inductor Lr, and a

114 may have a multi -level topology and may switch 25 parallel inductance Lm at the primary side of the transformer
212 , and a series resonant capacitor Cr2 at the secondary
between multi- level modes , and /or the like .

The output filter 116 is used to attenuate the switching

side of the transformer 212 . The resonant converter 200 with

ripple of the resonant converter 200 . According to the

such a resonant tank may be named as an LLCC resonant

operation principles of isolated DC /DC converters, the out-

converter for its resonant tank includes two inductors and

put filter 116 may be an L - C filter formed by an inductor and 30 two capacitors .
a plurality of capacitors . One of ordinary skill in the art
As shown in FIG . 2A , the series resonant inductor Lr and

would recognize that some isolated DC /DC converters such

the series resonant capacitor Crl are connected in series and

as forward converters may require an L - C filter. On the other

further coupled to the primary side of the transformer 212 .

hand , some isolated DC /DC converters such as LLC reso -

The series resonant capacitor Cr2 is connected in series to a

nant converters may include an output filter formed by a 35 first terminal of the secondary winding of the transformer

capacitor. One of ordinary skill in the art would further
recognize that different output filter configurations apply to
different power converter topologies as appropriate . The

212 . The series resonant capacitors Crl and Cr2 form the
resonant capacitance of the resonant tank 104 . The series
resonant capacitor Cr1 also works as a DC - blocking capaci

configuration variations of the output filter 116 are within

tor for the primary side circuit of the resonant converter 200 .

this disclosure , the term “ isolated DC /DC converter ” refers

DC -blocking capacitor for the secondary side circuit of the

to a DC /DC converter that includes a transformer that is used
to provide electrical isolation between the primary side and

resonant converter 200 . The resonant tank frequency may be
represented by

various embodiments of the present disclosure . Throughout 40 Similarly , the series resonant capacitor Cr2 also works as a

the secondary side of the transformer.

FIG . 2A illustrates a schematic diagram of an embodi- 45
ment resonant converter 200 . As shown , the resonant con
verter 200 comprises a primary side inverter 202 , a resonant

tank 204 , a transformer 212 , a secondary side rectifier 214

fr =

fr =

27V Lr :(Crl + Cr2. Ns? /Np2)

and an output filter 216 . Components of the resonant con

verter 200 may be configured similarly to the corresponding 50 where Np is the number of turns of a primary winding of the
components of the resonant converter 100 . The primary side

transformer 212, and Ns is the number of turns of a

pulsating current that would otherwise be drawn from the

resonant inductor Lr is an independent component, the series

inverter 202 is coupled in parallel to an input capacitor Cin .
The input capacitor may be used as an input filter to absorb

secondary winding of the transformer 212 .
It should be noted while FIG . 2A shows the series

input DC source . The primary side inverter 202 , as shown, 55 resonant inductor Lr may be replaced by the leakage induc
is a bridge inverter and includes four switching elements ,

tance of the transformer 212 . In other words, the leakage

namely Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4. As shown in FIG . 2A , a first pair

inductance (not shown ) may function as the series resonant

of switching elements Q1 and Q2 are connected in series . A
second pair of switching elements Q3 and Q4 are connected

inductor Lr.
The transformer 212 may be of a primary winding with

in series. The first pair and the second pair of switching 60 Np turns and a secondary winding with Ns turns. The
elements are connected in parallel. The common node of the
primary winding is coupled to terminals T3 and T4 of the

switching elements Q1 and Q2 is coupled to a first input

terminal T1 of the resonant tank 204 . Likewise , the common

resonant tank 204 as shown in FIG . 2A . The secondary

winding is coupled to the output filter 216 through the series

node of the switching elements Q3 and Q4 is coupled to a
resonant capacitor Cr2 and the secondary side rectifier 214 .
second input terminal T2 of the resonant tank 204 . Through - 65 The secondary side rectifier 214 converts an AC voltage
out this disclosure , the terms " switching element” and

across the secondary side of the resonant tank 204 into a DC

" switch ” are used interchangeably .

voltage . As shown in FIG . 2A , the secondary side rectifier
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214 is a bridge rectifier and includes four switches Q5 , Q6 ,

a rectifier in DC /DC converter. As shown , the AC /DC

Q7 and Q8 . Switches Q5 and Q6 are connected in series and
further coupled between two terminals of an output capaci-

rectifier 300 is coupled to an input AC power source Vi
through a DC blocking capacitor Cb . The input AC power

tor Co which functions as the output filter 216 . Switches Q7

source Vi may be an AC power supply supplying an AC

and Q8 are connected in series and further coupled between 5 voltage . Alternatively , the input AC power source Vi may be
the two terminals of the output capacitor Co . The common
an output AC voltage of an upstream circuit of the AC /DC
node T5 of the switches Q5 and Q6 is coupled to a terminal rectifier circuit 300 .

of the series resonant capacitor Cr2 , and the common node
As shown, the AC /DC rectifier 300 has a half-bridge and
T6 of the switches Q7 and Q8 is coupled to a second
full-bridge topology similar to the secondary side rectifier
terminal of the secondary winding of the transformer 212 . 10 illustrated in FIG . 2A . The AC /DC rectifier 300 includes
The resonant converter 200 may be regulated through
configuring the secondary side rectifier 214 to operate at

four switches Q5 , Q6 , Q7 and Q8 . Switches Q5 and Q6 are
connected in series and further coupled between two termi

different operating modes , such as a full -bridge mode anda

n als of an output capacitor Co which functions as an output

half-bridge mode in this embodiment for the secondary side

filter of the AC /DC rectifier 300. Switches Q7 and Q8 are

When operating at the full -bridge mode, switches Q5 and Q6
are alternately turned on and off, and switches Q7 and Q8 are

terminals of the output capacitor Co . The common node T1
of the switches Q5 and Q6 is coupled to a terminal of the DC

rectifier 214 has a half -bridge and full- bridge topology. 15 connected in series and further coupled between the two

alternately turned on and off . FIG . 2B illustrates a switching blocking capacitor Cb , which is further coupled to a first
waveform of a voltage Vs across the nodes T5 and T6 , and input node T3 of the input AC power source Vi. The
a timing diagram of the gate drive signals of switches Q5 , 20 common node T2 of the switches Q7 and Q8 is coupled to
Q6 , Q7 and Q8 when the secondary side rectifier 214

a second input node T4 of the input AC power source Vi.

operates at the full-bridge mode. The horizontal axis of FIG .

Similar to the discussion with respect to FIG . 2A , the

2B represents intervals of time, and FIG . 2B shows four

AC /DC rectifier 300 may operate at multiple operating

successive time intervals with an alternating period T . The modes according to its topology , i.e ., a half- bridge mode and
resonant tank frequency is 1 / T . As shown , the output voltage 25 a full-bridge mode . One of the switches Q5 , Q6 , Q7 and Q8
Vo is equal to the peak amplitude of the voltage Vs across may be used as a mode controlling switch , by which the
the nodes T5 and T6 . The voltage conversion ratio of the

AC /DC rectifier 300 may switch between the full-bridge

secondary side rectifier 214 may be defined as a ratio of the

mode and the half -bridge mode . The mode controlling

output voltage Vo of the resonant converter 200 to a half of switch may be implemented by a controllable switch , while
the peak -to - peak value of the voltage Vs, and thus the 30 other switches may be implemented by rectifier diodes .
voltage conversion ratio of the secondary side rectifier 214
Alternatively , all of the switches Q5 , 26 , 27 and Q8 may be
in the full-bridge mode is 1. FIG . 2B further shows that implemented as controllable switches . The AC /DC rectifier
switches Q5 and Q8 work in phase and Q6 and Q7 work in
300 may also have a topology of other bridge type rectifiers

phase , and the switches Q5, Q6 , Q7 and Q8 each has a 50 %
duty cycle .

and be configured to operate at multiple operating modes .
35

FIG . 3 also shows that the capacitor Co is further coupled

When the secondary side rectifier 214 is operating at the

to a load RL . The load RL represents the power consumed

half-bridgemode, according to one embodiment as shown in

by a circuit coupled to the capacitor Co . Alternatively , the

FIG . 2C , switches Q5 and Q6 are turned on or off alternately

load RL may refer to downstream circuits coupled to the

each with a 50 % duty cycle, while switch Q8 is always on

capacitor Co .

and Q7 is always off. In this case , Q8 is a mode controlling 40 FIG . 4A illustrates a schematic diagram of yet another
switch . Alternatively , switches Q5 and 26 may switch on
embodiment resonant converter 400 . As shown , the resonant
and off with a 50 % duty cycle, Q8 is always off and Q7 is
converter 400 comprises a primary side inverter 402, a
always on , in which case , Q7 is a mode controlling switch . resonant tank 404 , a transformer 412 , a secondary side

FIG . 2C illustrates a switching waveform of the voltage Vs

rectifier 414 and an output filter 416 . Components of the

of the resonant converter 200 is two ( 2 ) times of the

in parallel to two input capacitors Cinl and Cin2 that are

across the nodes T5 and T6 , and a timing diagram of the gate 45 resonant converter 400 may be configured similarly to
drive signals of switches Q5 , Q5 , Q7 and Q8 in the halfcorresponding components of the resonant converter 100 . As
bridge mode configuration . As shown , the output voltage Vo
shown in FIG . 4A , the primary side inverter 402 is coupled
amplitude of the voltage Vs across the nodes T5 and T6 . The
connected in series. The input capacitors may be used as an
voltage conversion ratio of the secondary side rectifier 214 50 input filter to absorb pulsating current that would otherwise

operating at the half-bridge mode is 2 .

be drawn from the input DC source. The primary side

To switch between different operating modes , one of the
switches Q5 , 26 , 27 and 28 may be used as a mode

inverter 402 is configured as a multi - level half-bridge
inverter. One of ordinary skill in the art would recognize that

mode, thus operating at the full-bridge mode or the half-

primary side inverter 402 . The primary side inverter 402

controlling switch , by which the secondary side rectifier 214 any multi-level half-bridge inverters, such as a three -level,
may switch from one operating mode to a different operating 55 five -level , or seven - level inverter, may be used as the
bridge mode. The mode controlling switch may be imple -

includes four switching elements Q1, Q2 , Q3 and 04 . A first

mented by a controllable switch . For example , Q8 , as shown

pair of switching elements Q1 and Q2 are connected in

in FIG . 2C , is the mode controlling switch and may be series. A second pair of switching elements Q3 and Q4 are
implemented by a controllable switch , while the other 60 connected in series . The common node of the switching
switches , namely switches Q5 , Q6 and Q7 , which are the elements Q1 and Q2 is coupled to a first input terminal T1
non -mode controlling switches, may be implemented by
of the resonant tank 404 . Likewise , the common node of the
rectifier diodes. Alternatively , all of the switches Q5, Q6 , Q7 switching elements Q3 and Q4 is coupled to a second input
and Q8 may be implemented as controllable switches.
terminal T2 of the resonant tank 404 . Switching elements Q2
FIG . 3 illustrates a schematic diagram of an embodiment 65 and Q3 are coupled in series, and the common node of Q2
AC /DC rectifier 300 operable at multiple operating modes.
and Q3 is coupled to the common node of the input
In one embodiment, theAC /DC rectifier 300 may be used as capacitors Cinl and Cin2 .
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Similar to what is illustrated with respect to FIG . 2A , the

3) Q6 and Q7 are on, Q5 and Q8 are off; and

resonant tank 404 is formed by a series resonant capacitor
4 ) Q6 and Q8 are on , and Q5 and Q7 are off .
Cr1, a series resonant inductor Lr, a parallel inductance Lm
Q6 and Q7 switch at 75 % duty cycle , and Q5 and Q8
at the primary side of the transformer 412 , and a series switch at 25 % duty cycle at switching frequency 1/(2T). The
resonant capacitor Cr2 at the secondary side of the trans - 5 voltage conversion ratio of the secondary side rectifier 414
former 412 . As shown in FIG . 4A , the series resonant operating at the three - level half -bridge mode is 4 . Switches
inductor Lr and the series resonant capacitor Cr1 are con Q6 and 27 may operate as the mode controlling switches
nected in series and further coupled to the primary side of

and control can be applied to switches Q6 and Q7 to switch
the secondary side rectifier 414 between the two - level

the transformer 412 . The series resonant capacitor Cr2 is 10 half-bridge mode and the three -level half -bridge mode.
connected in series to a first terminal of the secondary According to one embodiment, switches Q6 and Q7 may be
winding of the transformer 412. The series resonant capaci
by any controllable switches, while Q5 and
tors Crl and Cr2 form the resonant capacitance of the implemented
Q8
,
which
are
the non -mode controlling switches, may be
resonant tank 404 . The series resonant capacitor Crl also
rectifier diodes . Alternatively, all of the switches Q5 , Q6 , Q7
functions as a DC -blocking capacitor for the primary side 15 and 08 may be controllable switches.
circuit of the resonant converter 400 . Similarly , the series
FIG . 5 illustrates a schematic diagram of another embodi

resonant capacitor Cr2 also functions as a DC -blocking

ment AC /DC rectifier 500 operable at multiple operating

capacitor for the secondary side circuit of the resonant

modes. As shown , the AC /DC rectifier 500 is coupled to an

converter 400. The transformer 412 is formed by a primary

input AC power source Vi through a DC blocking capacitor

winding with Np turns and a secondary winding with Ns 20 Cb . The AC /DC rectifier 500 has a two-level and three -level
turns . The primary winding is coupled to terminals T3 and half-bridge topology similar to the secondary side rectifier
T4 of the resonant tank 404 and the secondary winding is illustrated in FIG . 4A . The AC /DC rectifier 500 includes
coupled to the output filter 416 through the series resonant four switches Q5 , Q6 , Q7 and Q8. Switches Q5 and Q6 are
capacitor Cr2 and the secondary side rectifier 414 .

connected in series and switches Q7 and Q8 are connected

series and form the output filter 416 . The secondary side

a terminal of the DC blocking capacitor Cb which is further
coupled to a first input node T4 of the input AC power source

inin sseries. Switches Q6 and Q7 are connected in series. The
The secondary side rectifier 414 is coupled in parallel to 2526 common
node T1 of the switches Q5 and Q6 is coupled to
two output capacitors Col and Co2 which are connected in

rectifier 414 is a multi- level half-bridge rectifier and Vi, and the common node T2 of the switches Q7 and Q8 is
includes four switches Q5 , Q5 , Q7 and Q8 . Switches Q5 and coupled to a second input node T5 of the input AC power
Q6 are connected in series and switches Q7 and Q8 are 30 source Vi. The common node T3 of the switches Q6 and Q7
connected in series . Switches Q6 and Q7 are connected in
series . The common node T5 of the switches Q5 and Q6 is
coupled to a terminal of the series resonant capacitor Cr2 ,
and the common node T6 of the switches 27 and Q8 is

is coupled to the common node of output capacitors Col and
Co2, which function as an output filter of the AC /DC
rectifier 500 . The output capacitors Col and Co2 are coupled
in series and further coupled to a load RL in parallel . The

coupled to a second terminal of the secondary winding of the 35 AC /DC rectifiers in FIG . 3 and FIG . 5 may have other types
transformer 412 . The common node of the switches Q6 and
of topologies and operating at multiple operating modes

Q7 is coupled to the common node of the output capacitors

according to the respective topologies. For example , an

AC /DC rectifier may have a multi- level bridge type topolo
Col and Co2 .
The secondary side rectifier 414 has a topology config gies and operating at different levels of bridge modes .
ured that it can operate at different operating modes, such as 40 Control mechanism may be applied to the AC /DC rectifier
operating mode changes .
a two -level half-bridge mode or a three - level half-bridge forSimilar
discussion with respect to FIG . 4A , FIG . 4B
mode. FIG . 4B and FIG . 4C illustrate switching waveforms and FIG . to4Cthe
, the AC/DC rectifier 500 may operate at
of a voltage Vs across the nodes T5 and T6 , and timing multiple operating
modes according to its topology, i.e ., a
diagrams of the gate drive signals of switches Q5 , 26 , 27

two
half-bridge mode and a three - level half-bridge
and Q8 when the secondary side rectifier 414 is operating
at 45
* -level
aling
at
45
mode
.
Switches
26 and 27 may operate as the mode
the two-level half-bridge mode (FIG . 4B ) and the three -level

controlling switches and control can be applied to switches
half-bridge mode (FIG . 4C ), respectively . As shown in FIG .
Q6 and Q7 to switch the AC /DC rectifier 500 between the
4B , in the two -level half-bridge mode , switches Q5 and 26
two -level half- bridge mode and the three - level half- bridge
are turned on and off alternately, and Q7 and Q8 are turned mode . Switches 26 and 27 may be implemented by any
on and off alternately at 50 % duty cycle . Switches Q5 and 50 controllable switches , while Q5 and Q8 , which are the
Q8 work in phase , and switches Q6 and 27 work in phase . non -mode controlling switches , may be rectifier diodes .
Switches Q5 and 26 switch out of phases to prevent shoot Alternatively , all of the switches Q5 , Q6 , Q7 and Q8 may be
through . Likewise, switches Q7 and Q8 switch out of phases
controllable switches . The AC /DC rectifier 500 may also
to prevent the shoot through . The resonant tank frequency is have a topology of other multi-level bridge type rectifiers
1 / T . FIG . 4B shows that the output voltage Vo equals the 55 and be configured to operate at multiple operating modes .
For a resonant converter, such as the resonant converters
peak amplitude of Vs. As discussed above , the voltage illustrated
in FIG . 2A and FIG . 4A , working in a steady state ,
conversion ratio of the secondary side rectifier 414 may be
when
its
secondary
rectifier operates at different oper
defined as a ratio of the output voltage Vo of the resonant atingmodes , the DC side
voltage on the series resonant capacitor
converter 400 to a half of the peak -to - peak value of the
Cr2 may be different. For example , the DC voltage on Cr2

voltage Vs across the nodes T5 and T6 , and the secondary 60 isis around OV for the full -bridge mode and Vo /2 for the
side rectifier 414 operating at the two -levelhalf-bridge mode half-bridge mode, respectively. If the operatingmode of the
has a voltage conversion ratio of 2 .
When operating at the three - level half -bridge mode,

according to one embodiment shown in FIG . 4C , the switch -

ing sequence of the switches Q5 , Q6, Q7 and Q8 is:
1) Q6 and Q7 are on , and Q5 and Q8 are off ;
2 ) Q5 and Q7 are on, and Q6 and Q8 are off;

secondary side rectifier is changed instantly when the reso
nant converter is in steady state operation , this difference in
the DC voltage of the series resonant capacitor Cr2 may

65 cause transformer core saturation . The transformer core
saturation , along with the instant change of the voltage
conversion ratio resulted from the change of operating
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modes , may further cause significant output voltage over

mode , switches Q5 , Q6 and Q7 are switched off , and the

converter circuit.
For power supply converter topology transition or mor

so that they switch on and off in accordance with the

shoot or undershoot, and component overstresses in the

duty cycle of switch Q8 is gradually decreased from 1 to 0 .5 .
Then , gate drives are applied to switches Q5 , Q6 , Q7 and Q8

-bridge mode. This may minimize the reverse power
phing control, a general approach to control the issues 5 full
flowing from the output to the input side and thus reduce the
described above is to gradually vary the gate drive duty circuit
transients and component stresses associated with the
cycles of the mode controlling switch ( es) over a large
number of switching cycles for transitioning from one

mode switching process. The method 600 may be applied to

operating mode to a different operatingmode. This can help

other type of bridge converter with a transformer where the

time span to suppress the magnitudes of the transient

modes . The method 600 may also be applied to switch

rectifier 214 in FIG . 2A transitioning from the full- bridge
mode into the half-bridge mode , the duty cycle of Q8 as the

multiple operating modes , such as the AC /DC rectifiers
illustrated in FIG . 3 and FIG . 5 .

switch operating modes of a secondary side rectifier of any
spread out the circuit transients over a significantly large 10 secondary side rectifier operates at multiple operating

responses . For example , in the process of the secondary side

mode controlling switch , may be gradually increased from 1

operating modes of any AC /DC rectifier that is operable at
As described above, the secondary side rectifier capable

0 .5 to 1 over a series of switching cycles, and in the
meantime the gate drive of Q7 maintains complementary to

of operating at different operating modes is beneficial, for a
resonant converter including such a secondary side rectifier

the transition or morphing of both the primary side inverter
FIG . 6 illustrates a flow chart of another embodiment
method 600 for transitioning the secondary side rectifier of
a resonant converter from one operating mode to a different 25

rectifier for achieving a desired voltage conversion ratio . For
gies of the primary side switches, may operate at a half
bridge mode and a full-bridge mode, or at a two-level
half -bridge mode and a three- level half -bridge mode. Thus,

Q8 ' s gate drive with proper dead times . When the secondary
side rectifier 214 transitions from the half- bridge mode to
the full- bridge mode , Q8 and 27 may be controlled in a
reversed sequence . This control process may be applied to 20

and secondary side rectifier.

operating mode . During the switching process of the sec -

ondary side rectifier from one operating mode to a different

is capable of achieving high efficiency with wide input and
output voltage ranges. Moreover, the primary side inverter
of the resonant converter may also be configured to operate
at different operating modes similar to the secondary side
example , the primary side inverter, according to the topolo

both the primary side and the secondary side of the resonant

converter may operate at different operating modes , and

operating mode, at least one of the non -mode controlling

various combinations of operating modes for the primary

switches are turned off and remains off at step 602. The duty
side and the secondary side may be used to achieve a better
cycles of the mode controlling switch (es ) are then varied 30 conversion efficiency and power density for the resonant
gradually over a series of switching cycles according to the
converter. Table 1 shows an example of various combina

target operating mode to meet the duty cycle requirement of

tions of operating modes for the primary side and the

the target operating mode at step 604 . For example , the duty

secondary side of a resonant converter with corresponding

secondary side rectifier 214 is switching from the full- bridge

ratio VCR1, i. e ., (input voltage of the transformer ) / Vin ,

cycle may be incremented gradually from 0 .5 to 1 when the

operating parameters including primary voltage conversion

mode to the half-bridge mode , or may be decremented 3 where Vin is an input voltage of the resonant converter as
gradually from 1 to 0 .5 when the switching is from the shown in FIG . 2A and FIG . 4A , secondary voltage conver

half -bridge mode to the full-bridge mode. After the mode
controlling switch (es) have reached the required duty cycles
of the target operating mode, gate drives are applied to all of
the switches at step 606 so that all switches may operate 40

sion ratio VCR2, i.e., Vol(output voltage of the transformer )
or Vo /(half of the peak -to -peak voltage Vs ), where Vo is the
output voltage of the resonant converter , primary switch
voltage stress on each of the primary side switches, second

according to the target operating mode . For example , refer ary switch voltage stress on each of the secondary side
switches, DC bias voltages on the series resonant capacitors
secondary side rectifier 214 is switching from a full- bridge
Crl and Cr2 , and combined voltage conversion ratio VCRtot
mode to a half-bridge mode, switches Q5 , Q6 and Q7 are which equals VCR1 * VCR2 . For example , the first row of
switched off , and the duty cycle of switch Q8 , which is the 45 Table 1 shows that a primary side inverter operates at a
mode controlling switch , is gradually increased from 0 . 5 to
full-bridge mode and a secondary side rectifier at a full

ring back to FIG . 2A , FIG . 2B and FIG . 2C , when the

1 . Then gate drives are applied to switches Q5 , Q6 , Q7 and
Q8 so that switches Q5 and Q6 switch on and off alternately,
switch Q7 remains off and switch Q8 remains on according
to the half -bridge mode, which is the target operating mode .

bridge mode, resulting in a combined voltage conversion
ratio of 1. While the last row of Table 1 shows a primary side
inverter operates at a half -bridge voltage doubler mode and
a secondary side rectifier at a two - level half-bridge mode ,

This may be especially useful when the gate drives of the 30 resulting in a combined voltage conversion ratio of 1 .
secondary side switches are not smart gate drive type that
Throughout this disclosure , the terms " primary side” and
can prevent backward current flowing from drain to source
" primary side inverter” are used interchangeably, and the
during the mode transition . When the secondary side recti
terms “ secondary side ” and “ secondary side rectifier” are
fier 214 is switching from a half- bridgemode to a full-bridge used interchangeably .
TABLE 1
Primary

Primary

Voltage

Switch

==

Primary

Side

Full -bridge
Full -bridge

Secondary
Conversion Voltage
Ratio VCRi Stress Vdc(Cri) Side
0 Full-bridge
Vin
1
1
Vin
0 Half-bridge
Voltage Doubler

=

Combined

Secondary Secondary
Voltage
Switch

Voltage

Conversion
Ratio VCRtot =

Conversion Voltage
Ratio VCR2 Stress Vdc( Cr2 ) VCR1*VCR2

1

2

V

v

0

Vo/2

1

2
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TABLE 1 -continued

Primary
Side

Half-bridge
Two - level
half-bridge
Two- level

Primary
Voltage
Conversion
Ratio VCR1
1/2
1/ 2

Vin /2

Vin /2

Vin2

Vin / 2

Three- level

Vin 4

1 /2

Vin / 2
Vin 2
Vin /2

half-bridge
Two - level

1/4

Vin 2

Vin 4

1

Vin
Vin

0

1

Vin
Vin

0

1/2

Vin

Vin / 2

1 /2

half -bridge
Three- level
half-bridge
Two -level
half-bridge
Two -level

half-bridge
Three -level
half-bridge

Full-bridge
Full-bridge

Half-bridge

Primary
Switch
Voltage
Secondary
Stress Vdc ( Crl ) Side
Vin
Vin /2 Full -bridge

1 /4

1/ 2

-

Combined
Voltage

Secondary Secondary

Voltage
Conversion

Switch
Voltage

Ratio VCR2

Stress

|

Two -level
half-bridge
|

half-bridge
Vin / 2 Full -bridge
Half-bridge
Voltage Doubler

Conversion

Ratio VCRtot =
Vdc( Cr2 ) VCR1* VCR2

Vo
Vo / 2

0

1 /2

Vo/ 2

-

Vo / 2

Vo/2

Vo
Vo/44

~

Vo / 2

Vo / 2

S

S

VO

Full
Two - level

half-bridge
Three - level

half-bridge
Two -level

Vo / 2

-

0

$

Vol2

Vo//22

Vo / 2

Vo / 2

Vo / 4

+

Vo / 2

Vo / 2

-

half-bridge

FIG . 7 illustrates a block diagram of an embodiment 25 may be a full-bridge rectifier and a half-bridge rectifier. As
AC /DC converter 700 . The AC /DC converter 700 includes discussed above , various combinations of the topologies and
an electromagnetic interference filter (EMI) filter 710
operating modes for the primary side and the secondary side
coupled to an input AC power source with an AC voltage in
of the resonant converter may be used for the Stage A
a universal range from 90V to 264V . The EMI filter 710 is
converter 730 .
used to suppress conducted EMI from penetrating into the 30 Further, the primary side or the secondary side of the
input AC mains. The EMI filter 710 is coupled to a rectifier
Stage A converter 730 may use the primary or secondary

720 which converts the AC input voltage into a DC voltage .

One of ordinary skill in the art would recognize that there
may be many variations, alternatives and modifications for

side topologies of any other multi-level bridge type of

converters or cascaded converters that can be configured in
multi-mode operations to provide multi- range of voltage

implementing the EMI filter 710 and the rectifier 720 . The 35 conversion ratio . Examples include 3 -level, 4 - level, 5 -level
detailed operations and structures of the EMI filter 710 and
NPC converters or non -NPC converters . Moreover , the

the rectifier 720 are well known in the art, and hence are not Stage A converter 730 may be implemented by any DC /DC
discussed herein .
converter with a transformer including a primary side and a
The AC /DC converter 700 further includes a Stage A
secondary side that are operable at multiple operating
converter 730 coupled between the rectifier 720 and a Stage 40 modes. The DC /DC converter may have a topology of any
B converter 740 . In accordance with one embodiment, the
bridge type converter. By adjusting the operating modes of
Stage A converter 730 is used to narrow the conversion
the primary side and /or the secondary side , the DC /DC
voltage range and provide a high efficiency voltage conver converter may achieve a 50 % or a near 50 % duty cycle ,
sion for Stage B converter 740 . For example , the Stage A
producing a high efficiency voltage conversion . Such a
converter 730 may be a resonant converter illustrated in FIG .

DC /DC convertermay be used to produce multiple ranges of

resonant converter, that operates at a fixed switching fre
quency, such as at or near a resonant tank frequency to

the following description with respect to the AC /DC con
verter 700 , a resonant converter as illustrated in FIG . 1 will

primary side inverter and the secondary side rectifier can

voltage requirement of the AC /DC converter 700 . The

1 , FIG . 2A or FIG . 4A , such as an LLC , LCC or LLCC _ 45 voltage conversion ratio and high conversion efficiency. In

achieve high efficiency, and also provides electrical isolation be used as an example of the Stage A converter 730 for
between its primary side and secondary side circuits. The
purpose of illustration , and should not be interpreted to be
Stage A converter 730 may have a topology that both of its 50 limiting to the scope of the claims.
primary side and secondary side operate at different oper The Stage B converter 740 may be a non -isolated DC /DC
ating modes . For example , the Stage A converter 730 may be
converter that provides voltage regulation to the output
a resonant converter as shown in FIG . 2A , where both the voltage Vint of the Stage A converter 730 to meet the output
operate at a full-bridge mode and a half-bridge mode . 55 non -isolated DC /DC converter herein refers to any DC /DC

Alternatively, the Stage A converter 730 may be a resonant

converter that does not have an isolation transformer in the

converter as shown in FIG . 4A , where both the primary side

power train . The Stage B converter 740 may be implemented

and the secondary side can operate at a two-level half -bridge

as any non - isolated DC /DC converter, such as a Buck ,

mode and a three -level half -bridge mode . In another

Boost, or Buck -Boost converter. Alternatively , the Stage B

embodiment, the Stage A converter 730 's primary side may
converter 740 may also be a non - isolated DC /DC converter
be a full bridge inverter operating at a full-bridge mode and OU with multi-level configurations, such as a three -level, four
a half bridge inverter operating at a half -bridge mode , and its

secondary side may be a two -level half- bridge rectifier
operating at a two - level half -bridge mode and a three -level

half-bridge rectifier operating at a three -level half -bridge

mode. In yet another embodiment, the Stage A converter 65

730 ' s primary side may be a two- level half- bridge inverter

and a three - level half-bridge inverter, and its secondary side

level, or five -level Buck , Boost , or Buck - Boost converter,

that can be configured to operate at multiple operating
modes , thus obtaining multiple ranges of voltage conversion

ratio .

The AC /DC converter 700 further includes a control

circuit 750 coupled to the Stage A resonant converter 730 .

The control circuit 750 may be configured to determine the
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further be configured to determine the operating mode for

switching or transitioning is done. In one embodiment , the
method 600 described with respect to FIG . 6 may be used to
perform the operating mode switching . One of ordinary skill

operating mode that the primary side or the secondary side
of the Stage Aconverter 730 will use . The control circuit 750
may also be configured to control the primary side and the

When the control circuit 750 determines that the primary
side or the secondary side of the Stage A converter 730 needs
to switch from one operating mode to a different operating
secondary side of the Stage A converter 730 to operate at mode, it may generate drive signals for the gates of the
of the primary side or the secondary side, and
different operating modes. The control circuit 750 may 5 Sswitches
control the switching or transitioning process until the
the Stage B converter 740 when the Stage B converter 740

is capable of operating at multiple modes , and control the
Stage B converter 740 to operate at a determined operating
in the art would recognize many variations, alternatives, and
mode. The control circuit 750 may be implemented by a 10 modifications for controlling operating mode switching of
pulse -width modulation (PWM ) controller, a microcon
Stage A converter 730 .
troller , or any other controllers . One of ordinary skill in the theThe
circuit 750 may also be used to control the
art would recognize many variations, alternatives, and modi Stage Bcontrol
non
isolated
DC /DC to operate at different operat
fications for implementing the control circuit 750 .
ing
modes
when
the
non
-isolated DC /DC converter has a
The control circuit 750 may make the determination of topology that can be configured
to operate at different
operating modes for the primary and secondary side of the 15
1: modes, so that the non - isolated DC /DC
converter may have
Stage A converter 730 according to information such as the multiple ranges of voltage conversion ratio . For example ,
input AC voltage and output DC voltage of the AC /DC
the non -isolated DC /DC converter 740 has a topology
converter 700 , the output voltage Vdc of the rectifier 720 , when
of
a
multi
-level Buck converter, the control circuit 750 may
the conversion ratio of the Stage A resonant converter 730 , control the non -isolated DC /DC converter 740 to switch
the topology of the primary side and the secondary side of 20 between
h
multi -level Buck modes, e.g ., according to infor
the Stage A resonant converter 730 , the conversion ratio of mation
about the input voltage and the required output
the Stage B DC /DC converter 740 , the conversion ratio of voltage of the AC /DC converter 700 .

the transformer of the Stage A converter, and a duty cycle of
the Stage B DC /DC converter 740 . For example, when the

By selecting proper circuit topology and operating mode
for
both of the primary side and secondary side of the Stage
input AC voltage of the AC /DC converter 700 is at a low line 25. A converter 730 both the Stage A and Stage B . converters

below a pre - defined threshold voltage , e . g ., 170V , the Stage
A converter' s primary side may be controlled to operate at

may be fully utilized to achieve improved system efficiency.
For example , when the output DC voltage Vout is set to a

a full -bridge mode if the primary side has a bridge type
topology . When the input AC voltage is above the pre

low voltage level (e .g. 5V ) and the input AC voltage is also

at a low line (e . g . 115 Vac ), both primary side and secondary

defined threshold voltage, the primary sidemay be switched
may operate at the full-bridge mode if they have a
to operate at a half -bridge mode . When a required output DC 30 side
full-bridge and half -bridge topology. Similarly , when the
voltage of the AC /DC converter 700 is at a high voltage level output DC voltage is set to a high voltage level ( e. g . 12V )
such as 12V , the secondary side may be controlled to operate
and the input AC voltage is at a low line (e . g . 115 Vac ), the
at a half-bridge mode if the secondary side has a bridge type primary
side may use the full -bridge mode and the second
topology , and when the required DC output voltage is at a
ary side may use the half -bridge mode . This may narrow the
low voltage level such as 5V , the secondary side may be 35 duty cycle range of the non -isolated DC /DC converter 740
switched to operate at a full-bridge mode . Alternatively , the
thus achieve higher efficiency of the AC /DC converter
primary side and the secondary side may have a multi- level and
700
.
In accordance with some embodiments, a criteria for
half-bridge topology and may switch between multi- level

modes according to the input AC voltage and the required
output DC voltage .
The control circuit 750 may receive information from 40
other devices for determining an operating mode for the
primary side or the secondary side . For example , the infor
mation of the AC /DC converter 700's output voltage level
demanded by a load device may be transmitted to the control 45
circuit 750 using means such as an isolated data interface
integrate circuit ( IC ). The control circuit 750 may also detect
the voltage information of the input or output voltage of the

determining appropriate operating modes for the primary
side and secondary side of the Stage A converter 730

adaptively is to minimize the duty cycle range of the Stage

B converter 740 and place the minimized duty cycle range

at a preselected optimal spot inside [0 , 1 ].
Table 2 shows operation parameters of the AC /DC con

verter 700 where the Stage A converter 730 is implemented
by a resonant converter as illustrated in FIG . 2A , according
to some embodiments of the present disclosure . The primary

side and the secondary side of the resonant converter have

AC /DC converter 700 using means such as a voltage sensor. a full-bridge and half -bridge topology , and each may operate
Some of the information , such as the topology of the primary at the half -bridge and full-bridge operating modes. The
side and the secondary side of the Stage A resonant converter 50 Stage B converter 740 is a DC /DC Buck converter. Table 2

730 may be pre -stored so that the control circuit 750 may
retrieve such information for making determination on the
operating modes .

also shows the duty cycles of the Stage B Buck converter
corresponding to various combinations of operating modes

on the primary side and secondary side .
TABLE 2

Input

Vin ( ac )
(V )
115
85

Secondary

Prir

Rectifier

Output Vo Primary
(V )
(V ) Side
5 Full-bridge
160

5 Full -bridge
5 Half-bridge

Voltage

230

118
320

265

369

115

160

12 Full-bridge

1

85

118

12 Full - b

1

5 Half-bridge

Secondary

Conversion

Ratio VCR1 Np/Ns Side
16 Full-bridge
16 Full -bridge
0 .5
16 Full -bridge
0 .5
16 Full-bridge

16
16

Half -bridge
V -Doubler
Half -bridge
V - Doubler

Voltage

Resonant

DC /DC

Converter
Buck
Conversion Output Converter
Ratio VCR2 Voltage Duty Cycle
0 .5
10
7 .4

10

0 .68
0 .5

11. 5

0 .43

20

0 .6

14 .75

0 . 81
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TABLE 2 - continued

Vin (ac )
(V )
230

265

Output
(V )
320
369

Secondary Resonant
Voltage Converter

Primary

Input
Rectifier

Voltage

Vo Primary
(V ) Side
12 Full -bridge
12 Full-bridge

Secondary

Conversion

16

16

Converter

Ratio VCR2 Voltage Duty Cycle

Ratio VCR1 Np/Ns Side

1

Output

Conversion

DC /DC
Buck

Full-bridge

20

0 .6

Full-bridge

23

0 .52

Table 3 shows operation parameters of the AC /DC con
verter 700 according to some embodiments of the present
disclosure , where the Stage A converter 730 is implemented
by a resonant converter, with the primary side operating at

the two -level and three- level half -bridge modes with a

10

topology as illustrated in FIG . 4A , and the secondary side

operating at the half-bridge and full-bridge modes with a
topology as illustrated in FIG . 2A . The Stage B converter

740 is a DC /DC Buck converter.
TABLE 3

Input

Primary
Voltage

Rectifier
Vo Primacy

Vin (ac )

Output

(V )

(V )

115

160
160

5 Two -level

85

118

5 Two- level

115

230

320

265

369

115

160

85

118

230

320

265
no

369

(V ) Side
half-bridge

half-bridge
5 Three-level
half-bridge
5 Three -level
half-bridge

Secondary

Conversion

Ratio VCR1 Np /Ns Side
0.5
8 Full-bridge
0 .5
8 Full -bridge

00 ..2525

8 Full-bridge

0 .25

Full-bridge

Secondary Resonant
Voltage Converter

-

-

-

Half-bridge
V -Doubler

12 Two-level

half-bridge
12 Two -level
half-bridge
12 Two -level
half-bridge
12 Two -level

o

-

2

Half-bridge
V -Doubler

o

8

half-bridge

Full -bridge
Full -bridge

Output

Conversion

Ratio VCR2 Voltage
10
1

1

-

Converter

Duty Cycle
0.5

77. 4

0 . 68

10

0 .5

11 . 5

0 .43

20

0 .6

14 .75

0 . 81

14 .75

-

DC /DC
Buck

Å

2 3

0.6
0 . 52

Table 4 shows operation parameters of the AC /DC con
verter 700 according to some embodiments of the present
disclosure , where the Stage A converter 730 is implemented
40 by a resonant converter as illustrated in FIG . 4A , with the
primary side and the secondary side operating at the two
level and three -level half -bridge modes . The Stage B con

verter 740 is a DC /DC Buck converter.
TABLE 4

Input
Rectifier

Vin(ac) Output Vo Primacy
(V)

(V )

115

160

160

half- bridge

Secondary
Conversion
Ratio VCR1 Np /Ns Side
0 .25
16 Three-level

5 Three -level
half-bridge

0 . 25

320

5 Three -level

0 .25

16

Two-level

0 .25

16

half-bridge
Two- level
half-bridge

0 .5

16

Three - level

half-bridge
369

115

160

12 Two - level

118

12 Two -level

0 .5

12 Three - level

0 .25

half -bridge
16
Three-level
half -bridge
16 Three-level

0 .25

16

5 Three-level
half-bridge

half-bridge

half-bridge

230

320

half-bridge

265

369

12 Three-level
half-bridge

Conversion Output
Ratio VCR2 Voltage
10

77 ..44

half-bridge

265

265

369

6

Secondary Resonant
Voltage Converter

half -bridge
Three -level

118

118

230

(V ) Side
5 Three-level

Primary
Voltage

half-bridge

Three -level

half-bridge

2

DC /DC
Buck

Converter
Duty Cycle
0 .5

0.68

0 .68

10

0 .5

11. 5

0 . 43

0 .6

4
4

14 . 75

0.81

20

0 .6

23

0 .52
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Table 5 shows the operation parameters of the AC /DC

the bridge type DC /DC converter are similar to what is

converter 700 according to some embodiments of the pres
ent disclosure , where the Stage A converter 730 is imple

described with respect to FIG . 7 . For example , the non
isolated DC /DC converter as the Stage A converter may be

mented by a resonant converter as illustrated in FIG . 2A , and

a Buck converter, or a multi-level Buck converter, and the

the full-bridge mode. The Stage B converter 740 is a DC /DC
Buck converter. In comparison with Table 2 , when both the

be a resonant converter as illustrated in FIG . 1 . The bridge
type DC /DC converter operates atmultiple operatingmodes ,

primary side and the secondary side operate at a single

and the non - isolated DC /DC converter may also operate at

both the primary side and the secondary side only operate at 5 bridge type DC /DC converter as the Stage B converter may

operating mode, the minimum duty cycle of the DC /DC
multiple operating modes , under the control of the control
Buck converter is lowered by four times from 0 .43 down to 10 circuit 750 . FIG . 9 illustrates a schematic diagram of an
0 . 108 . At a small duty cycle down to this level, the efficiency

embodiment AC /DC converter 900 . As shown, the embodi

of the Buck converter may suffer significantly .
TABLE 5

ment AC /DC converter 900 includes an EMI filter 910 , a

Input
Rectifier

Vin (ac )

Output

115

160

85

230

118
320

115

160

265
85

230
265

(V )

369
118
320

369

Primary

Voltage

Vo Primary

( V ) Side
5 Full- bridge
5 Full-bridge
5 Full-bridge
5 Full-bridge
12 Full-bridge
12 Full-bridge
12 Full-bridge

12 Full-bridge

Secondary

Conversion

Ratio VCR1 Np/Ns Side
Full-bridge
Full -bridge
Full-bridge

O

Full -bridge

Full-bridge

Full-bridge
Full -bridge
Full-bridge

Secondary Resonant DC /DC
Voltage Converter
Buck
Conversion Output Converter
Ratio VCR2 Voltage Duty Cycle
20

14 .75
40

46 . 125
20
14 .75
40
46 . 125

0 .25
0 . 34
0 . 125
0 . 108
0 .6

0 .814
0 .3
0 . 26

FIG . 8 illustrates a schematic diagram of an embodiment rectifier 920 , a Stage A converter 930 , a Stage B converter
AC /DC converter 800 . As shown, the embodiment AC /DC 940 , and a control circuit 950. In one embodiment, the Stage
converter 800 includes an EMI filter 810 , a rectifier 820 , a 30 A converter 930 is a non - isolated DC /DC converter, and the
Stage A converter 830 , a Stage B converter 840 , and a Stage B converter is implemented using the resonant con
control circuit 850 . Components of the AC /DC converter verter 200 illustrated in FIG . 2A .
800 may be configured similarly to the corresponding com When the input and output voltages of an AC /DC adapter,
ponents of the AC /DC converter 700 . In an embodiment, the

e . g ., the AC /DC converter 700 , do not change significantly

Stage A converter 830 is implemented using the resonant » or remain constant, such as a universal AC /DC wall adaptor

converter 200 illustrated in FIG . 2A . As shown, the control

for a laptop where the input voltage may be either 115 Vac

different operating modes . The primary side of the Stage A

modes of its primary side and secondary side thereafter.

circuit 850 is coupled between the two output terminals of or 230 Vac and the output voltage is a single fixed voltage ,
the rectifier 820 . The control circuit 850 is also coupled (not the AC /DC adapter may only need to determine the oper
shown ) to the gates of the primary side switches and the 40 ating modes for the primary side and secondary side of its
secondary side switches of the Stage A converter 830 for
DC /DC converter once when it is powering up the laptop .
controlling the primary side and secondary side to operate at The AC /DC adapter does not need to change the operating
converter 830 has a topology of full-bridge and half- bridge

When an AC /DC adapter operates with a wide input and

inverter, and the secondary side of the Stage A converter 830 45 output voltage range, for example , for QC 2 .0 or USB power
has a topology of a full-bridge and half-bridge rectifier. As delivery (PD ) protocol which may need an output voltage
described above , the primary side and secondary side of a
adjustable among 5V , 9V , 12V , 15V and 20V depending on
resonant converter may operate at various combinations of types of the load , such as phones , tablets or laptops, the
different operating modes to achieve an improved efficiency.
AC /DC adapter needs to determine corresponding operating
For example , the primary side or the secondary side may 50 modes for its primary side and the secondary side to achieve
operate at full- bridge and half -bridge modes and be con - high conversion efficiency . As described above , referring
trolled to switch between the two modes according to the back to FIG . 7 , in accordance with some embodiments , the
input and output voltages . One of ordinary skill in the art
control circuit 750 of the AC /DC converter 700 may deter

would recognize that the Stage A converter 730 may also be
implemented by the resonant converter 400 illustrated in
FIG . 4A , and the primary and the secondary side may be
controlled to operate at the two - level half-bridge and three level half -bridge modes .

mine the operating modes for the primary side and the
trol the primary side and secondary side to switch to target
operating modes. FIG . 10 illustrates a flow chart of an

55 secondary side according to obtained information , and con

embodiment method 1000 for determining operating modes

In accordance with some alternative embodiments , the
for the primary side and secondary side of the resonant
Stage A converter 730 of the AC /DC converter 700 may be 60 converter of the AC /DC converter 700 according to an input
a non - isolated DC /DC converter, and the Stage B converter

voltage and an output voltage of the AC /DC converter 700 .

may be a bridge type DC /DC converter that include a
transformer and operates at multiple modes . In such case , a

The method 1000 starts with step 1002 where the control
circuit 750 obtains information about the input and output

rectified DC voltage output from the rectifier 720 is first

voltages of the AC /DC converter 700 . With the information

into the Stage B bridge type DC /DC converter for further

determines the required conversion ratio of the resonant

voltage conversion . The non -isolated DC /DC converter and

converter of the AC /DC converter 700 at step 1004 . The

regulated by the non - isolated DC /DC converter, and then fed 65 about the input and output voltages , the control circuit 750
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control circuit 750 then determines at step 1006 the oper ating modes for the primary side and the secondary side of

the resonant converter according to the input and output

voltages , the conversion ratio , and the topology of the

primary side and the secondary side .

22
primary side operates at a half-bridge or a full -bridge mode

and the secondary side operates at multi -level half-bridge

modes; and 4 ) the primary side operate at multi -level

half-bridge modes and the secondary side operates at a

5 half-bridge or a full -bridge mode. To simplify the tables , one

In accordance with some embodiments, look -up tables
may be built up and used to determine the operating modes

embodiment is to expand the conversion ratio table with the
combinations of operating modes . For example , each entry

for the primary side and the secondary side corresponding to

of a voltage conversion ratio table may include a voltage

the input and output voltages and the conversion ratio . In

conversion ratio value, a corresponding operatingmode for

some embodiments , the input AC voltage range of the 10 the primary side and a corresponding operating mode for the
AC /DC converter 700 may be divided into multiple input
secondary side . FIG . 11B illustrates an embodiment

voltage sub -ranges. For example , the input voltage range is

expanded 2 * 2 voltage conversion ratio table , with each entry

divided into two input voltage sub - ranges, where input

includes a voltage conversion ratio with corresponding

voltages less than or equal to an input voltage threshold Vthi

combination of operating modes for the primary side and the

falls into a first input sub - range , and input voltages greater 15 secondary side, where the primary side and the secondary

than the input voltage threshold Vthi falls into a second input

side of the resonant converter have a full -bridge and half

sub -range. Similarly , the output voltage range may also be
divided into multiple output voltage sub - ranges. For
example , the output voltage range is divided into two

bridge topology. In FIG . 11B , for the voltage conversion
ratio VCRtot= 1 , both the primary and secondary may also
operate at the half-bridge mode, but full -bridge mode may

age threshold Vtho falls into a second output sub -range.

values as that in FIG . 11B , while the primary side and the

sub - ranges, where output voltages less than or equal to an 20 be preferred for higher efficiency.
output voltage threshold Vtho falls into a first output voltage
FIG . 11C illustrates an embodiment expanded 2 * 2 voltage
sub - range , and output voltages greater than the output voltconversion ratio table having the same conversion ratio

Thus the input- output voltage ranges are divided into two by
secondary side of the resonant converter have a two /three
two (2 * 2 ) regions - regions 11 , 12 , 21 and 22 , as shown in 25 level half- bridge topology . Note in FIG . 11C , for the case of
FIG . 11A . The input voltage threshold and the output voltage
VCRtot = 1 , both the primary side and secondary side may
threshold Vthi and Vtho may be pre - determined . When the
operate at the two - level half-bridgemode , but the three -level
input voltage ranges and the output voltage ranges are half -bridge mode may be preferred for better efficiency .
divided into more than two sub - ranges, respectively , mulFIG . 11D illustrates another embodiment expanded 2 * 2

tiple input voltage thresholds and output voltage thresholds 30 voltage conversion ratio table with differentconversion ratio
pre - determined are provided . The number of the input values from that in FIGS . 11B and 11C . In this case , the
voltage sub -ranges may be the same as or different from the primary side of the resonant converter has a two/ three-level
number of the output voltage sub -ranges. For example , the

half -bridge topology , while the secondary side of the reso

input-output voltage rangesmay be divided into a number of nant converter has a full-bridge /half-bridge topology . For
regions , such as 3 * 3 , 4 * 4 , 2 * 3 , 4 * 3 , n * n , or n * m regions, 35 the case of VCRtot= 1/2, the primary side may operate at the
three -level half-bridge mode and the secondary side may
where n and m are integers greater than 1 .
Corresponding to each of the regions 11 , 12 , 21 and 22 , operate at the half-bridge mode , but full-bridge mode may

i. e., corresponding to each pair of the input voltage and be preferred for higher efficiency.
output voltage , a voltage conversion ratio VCRtot of the
FIG . 11E illustrates another embodiment expanded 2 * 2
resonant converter may be determined , which may take into 40 voltage conversion ratio table with different conversion ratio
account of information such as the conversion ratio of the values from that in FIGS. 11B , 11C and 11D . In this case , the
non - isolated DC /DC converter. Thus, for the 2 * 2 regions , a primary side of the resonant converter has a full- bridge /half
2 * 2 voltage conversion ratio table may be built up with each
bridge topology , while the secondary side of the resonant

entry including a voltage conversion ratio corresponding to

converter has a two/ three - levelhalf -bridge topology . For the

one of the 2 * 2 regions. For different voltage conversion 45 case of VCRtot= 2 , the primary side may also operate at the

ratios , there may be multiple such 2 * 2 tables built up , with
each table including entries indicating different voltage
conversion ratios corresponding to the 2 * 2 regions. The

half-bridge mode and the secondary side may operate at the
three -level half -bridge mode, but full- bridge mode may be
preferred for high efficiency .

voltage conversion ratio VCRtot herein is referred to as the

Corresponding to the same input voltage sub -ranges and

voltage conversion ratio of the primary side inverter of the

built up as look -up tables . Each of the look -up tables

combined total voltage conversion ratio of the resonant 50 output voltage sub - ranges , a plurality of such expanded
converter, i.e ., VCRtot = VCR1 * VCR2 , where VCR1 is the
voltage conversion ratio tables as shown in FIG . 11 may be
resonant converter, and VCR2 is the voltage conversion ratio

includes a number of entries corresponding to the input

ofthe secondary side rectifier of the resonant converter. FIG . voltage sub - ranges and output voltage sub -ranges, and each
11B shows an embodiment 2 * 2 voltage conversion ratio 55 entry includes a voltage conversion ratio value, a corre
table corresponding to the 2 * 2 regions.
sponding operating mode for the primary side inverter and
Since the primary side and the secondary side may use

a corresponding operating mode for the secondary side

different topologies , there may be different combinations for

rectifier. The tables may be indexed for searching conve

their operating modes. Thus , each entry of a conversion ratio

nience . In one embodiment, each table may be indexed by

table may correspond to multiple combinations of operating 60 the topologies used on the primary side or the secondary

modes for the primary side and secondary side. For example ,
the entry 11 of the tables in FIG . 11B - 11E may correspond

to combinations of operating modes including , e. g., 1) both

side . One of ordinary skill in the art would recognize there
may be many variations , alternatives, and modifications for

arranging and building up the look -up tables. When the

the primary side and the secondary side of the resonant control circuit 750 has obtained the input and output voltage
converter operate at a half-bridge or a full -bridge mode ; 2 ) 65 information for the AC /DC converter and determined the
both the primary side and the secondary side of the resonant

needed conversion ratio for the resonant converter , the

converter operate at multi-level half-bridge modes; 3 ) the

control circuit may search the look -up tables according to
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the input and output voltage , the required conversion ratio
and topologies of the primary side and secondary side to find
the suitable operating modes for the primary side and the
secondary side .

24
converter, then one combination of operating modes in the
second row of the 2 * 2 table in FIG . 11B may be selected in
the initial power-up process . If the non- isolated DC /DC
converter is a Buck - Boost converter, any combination of

When the AC /DC converter 700 described above has 5 operating modes in the 2 * 2 table of FIG . 11B may be used

reached a steady state , its output voltage is regulated and its
feedback control loop is not saturated . The duty cycle of the

non - isolated DC /DC converter will reflect the AC /DC con verter ' s output voltage level demanded by the load , and may

for the initial power -up process , although the first row may
be preferred in order to start with a smaller initial duty cycle

for the Buck - Boost converter. The operating modes of the

primary side and the secondary side may then be adjusted

be used to select operating modes for the primary side and 10 later during the power - up process .
the secondary side of the resonant converter of the AC /DC
FIG . 12 illustrates a flow chart of an embodiment method

converter in lieu of the output voltage level information .
When the non - isolated DC /DC converter is a Buck con -

verter, the output voltage of the AC /DC converter 700 can be
represented by:
Vout= Vin * (Np/Ns)* VCRtot* D

1200 for determining operating modes of the primary side
and the secondary side of the resonant converter of the

AC /DC converter 700 . The method 1200 begins when the

15 AC /DC adaptor is plugged in an AC power outlet at step

1202 . The control circuit 750 obtains information about the
input AC voltage at step 1204 . The control circuit 750 selects

where Vout is the output voltage of the AC /DC converter, at step 1206 an initial operating mode for the primary side
and secondary side of the resonant converter of the AC /DC
Ns are the numbers of turns of the primary winding and the 20 converter 700 , respectively, according to the type of the
Vin is the AC input voltage of the AC /DC converter, Np and

secondary winding of the transformer in the resonant con verter, VCRtot is the voltage conversion ratio of the resonant

non -isolated DC /DC converter and topologies of the primary
side and the secondary side . For example , as discussed

converter, and D is the duty cycle of the non - isolated DC /DC
converter. When a Boost converter is used as the non

above , when the non- isolated DC /DC converter is a Buck
converter, an initial operating mode may be selected from

isolated DC /DC converter, the output voltage is :
Vout= Vin * (Np/Ns )* VCRtot/(1 - D )

For a Buck - Boost converter, the output voltage is:

25 the first row of the conversion ratio table in FIG . 11B
according to the sensed input voltage level, when both the

primary side and secondary side have a full-bridge and

half- bridge topology . Thus the primary side operates at a
full-bridge mode and the secondary side operates at a

Vout= Vin * (Np /Ns)* VCRtot* D /(1- D )
30 half-bridge mode initially if Vin is below the threshold
With such a relationship between the Vin , Vout, VCRtot voltage Vith , or both the primary side and the secondary side
and the duty cycle D of the non - isolated DC /DC converter, operate at a full-bridge mode initially if Vin is above the
the duty cycle of the non - isolated DC /DC converter may be threshold voltage Vith .
used to determine the operating modes for the primary side
The control circuit will then , at step 1208 , wait for the

and the secondary side of the resonant converter of the 35 AC /DC converter to reach a steady state , and obtain the
AC /DC converter 700 . Information about the duty cycle of

information about the duty cycle of the non - isolated DC /DC

the non - isolated DC /DC converter may be known to the
control circuit 750 , for example , when the duty cycle is
measurable by the control circuit 750 , or when the control

converter. The control circuit determines whether the pri
mary side or the secondary side need switch to a different
operating mode according to the duty cycle. When the

non - isolated DC /DC converter. For example, the control
converter and the non - isolated DC /DC converter.
When an AC /DC adaptor, or an AC /DC converter, is

state Buck duty cycle , for example , may be small and may

circuit 750 is shared by the resonant converter and the 40 AC /DC converter 700 reaches steady state , if the initially
circuit 750 may be a digital controller shared by the resonant

selected operating modes are not the right one , the steady

fall below a pre -defined duty cycle range , which means a

different operatingmode for the primary side or the second

plugged in and powered initially , the input voltage may be 45 ary side with a lower VCRtotmay be used to boost the Buck
detectable, but its output voltage setting level demanded by
duty cycle and improve the Buck stage efficiency . Therefore ,
a load may be unknown yet. In this case , an initial operating

at step 1210 , the control circuit 750 may determine whether

mode for the primary side and secondary side of the AC /DC the obtained duty cycle D of the non-isolated DC /DC
converter may be selected respectively according to the
converter falls into a pre -defined duty cycle range . If the
topology of the primary side and the secondary side and the 50 duty cycle D falls within the pre -defined duty cycle range ,
type of the non - isolated DC /DC converter. For example , if

then the method goes to step 1212 , where no operating

the non -isolated DC /DC converter is a Buck converter, the
primary and secondary side have a full -bridge /half -bridge

modes need to be changed and the power- up process will
continue until completed .

topology , and the expanded 2 * 2 conversion ratio table in
If the duty cycle D does not fall within the pre - defined
FIG . 11B is used as an example , one combination of 55 duty cycle range , the control circuit , in this embodiment,
operating modes in the first row of the 2 * 2 table , either in

may select a combination of operating modes that have a

region 11 or 12 ,may be selected to use initially . The reason

lower conversion ratio , which means the combination in the

converter reaches a steady state, the duty cycle of the Buck
converter will tend to be smaller, thus the feedback control
loop will not be saturated . If operating modes in the second

control circuit continues, after the primary side and/or the
secondary side have switched to a different combination of
operating modes , to monitor the duty cycle of the non

to make such selection to begin the initial power up is that second row of the conversion ratio table in FIG . 11B , and
the voltage conversion ratio VCRtot is higher in the first row
switch the operating modes of the primary side and/or the
than that in the second row of the 2 * 2 table . After the AC /DC 60 secondary side according to the selection at step 1214 . The
row are selected initially , the Buck duty cycle may get too

isolated DC /DC converter, and determine whether the pres

close to 1 after the AC /DC converter reaches a steady state , 65 ent duty cycle falls within the pre -defined duty cycle range
and the feedback control loop may be saturated . For the

same reason , if the non -isolated DC /DC converter is a Boost

at step 1216 . In one embodiment, the Buck duty cycle D

corresponding to each combination of operating modes in
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each conversion ratio table may be pre -calculated and

pre -determined mapping between a first combination

stored . Thus the control circuitmay directly retrieve the duty
cycle information corresponding to a combination of oper

and a second combination , wherein the first combina

ating modes , and determine whether the combination of
operating modes may be selected by checking whether the 5
duty cycle of the combination falls within the pre - defined
duty cycle range . If the duty cycle D falls within the
pre - defined duty cycle range , then the method goes to step
1212 .

If the duty cycle is still outside of the pre-defined duty
cycle range with the operating modes changed , e. g., if the
duty cycle is still too low , the control circuit 750 may check
at step 1218 whether there is any other combination of
operating modes available with even lower VCRtot, so that
the Buck duty cycle may be further optimized . If there is still
such a combination available, the control circuit may con
tinue to perform further operating mode change . Otherwise ,
the method goes to step 1212 . When the AC /DC adaptor
reaches a steady state after the initial power -up , it normally
does not need to perform additional operating mode changes
during its operation . This method may be used for the
AC /DC adaptor to perform one -time operating mode selec
tion for the initial power up of the AC /DC adaptor, and may
also be used to perform on - the- fly operating mode adapta
tion when the adaptor is in operation .
Although the description has been described in detail, it

should be understood that various changes, substitutions and
alterations can bemade without departing from the spirit and

tion comprises the first input voltage sub -range and the
second output voltage sub -range , and the second com
bination comprises the operating mode of the primary
side inverter and the operating mode of the secondary

side rectifier.

2 . The converter of claim 1, wherein the first DC /DC

is a resonant converter, a multi -level bridge con
10 converter
verter, or a cascaded converter.
3 . The converter of claim 1 , wherein the control circuit is
configured to switch the operating mode of the primary side
inverter or the operating mode of the secondary side rectifier

15 between the half -bridge mode and the full -bridge mode .

4 . The converter of claim 1, wherein the primary side

inverter or the secondary side rectifier comprises, respec
tively, a plurality of switches and at least one mode con
trolling switch by which the primary side inverter or the
20 secondary side rectifier changes from a first operating mode
to a second operating mode .
5 . The converter of claim 4 , wherein the secondary side
rectifier changes from the first operating mode to the second
operating mode by turning off at least one of the plurality of
25 switches of the secondary side rectifier except the at least

one mode controlling switch , changing gradually a duty

cycle of the at least one mode controlling switch according

to the second operating mode, and applying gate drives to
plurality of switches of the secondary side rectifier
Moreover, the scope of the disclosure is not intended to be 30' the
according
to the second operating mode.
limited to the particular embodiments described herein , as
6
.
The
converter
of claim 1 , wherein the secondary side
one of ordinary skill in the art will readily appreciate from
rectifier comprises four switches, a first switch of the sec
this disclosure that processes, machines , manufacture, com
side rectifier being coupled to a second switch of the
positions of matter, means, methods, or steps, presently ondary
existing or later to be developed , may perform substantially 35 secondary side rectifier in series , a third switch of the
the same function or achieve substantially the same result as secondary side rectifier being coupled to a fourth switch of
the corresponding embodiments described herein . Accord the secondary side rectifier in series, and the first switch and
ingly , the appended claims are intended to include within the second switch being coupled to the third switch and the
their scope such processes, machines , manufacture, compo fourth switch in parallel, wherein a common node of the first
40 switch and the second switch is coupled to a first terminalof
sitions of matter, means , methods , or steps .
a secondary winding of the transformer through a capacitor,
What is claimed is:
and wherein a common node of the third switch and the
1. A converter , comprising:
a first DC /DC converter comprising a transformer, a fourth switch is coupled to a second terminal of the second
scope of this disclosure as defined by the appended claims.

primary side inverter coupled to a primary side of the

ary winding of the transformer, one of the four switches

transformer , and a secondary side rectifier coupled to a 45 being a mode controlling switch by which the secondary

secondary side of the transformer, wherein the primary
side inverter or the secondary side rectifier operates at

multiple operating modes comprising a full-bridge

side rectifier operates at the half-bridge mode or the full
bridge mode .

7. The converter of claim 1 , wherein the first DC /DC

mode and a half-bridge mode;
converter further comprises a resonant tank coupled between
a second non - isolated DC /DC converter coupled to the 50 the primary side inverter and the transformer, the primary
first DC /DC converter sequentially, the second non side inverter comprising four switches , a first switch of the
isolated DC /DC converter being a DC /DC converter primary side inverter being coupled to a second switch of the
without having an isolation transformer in a power

primary side inverter in series, a third switch of the primary

side inverter being coupled to a fourth switch of the primary
train ; and
a control circuit coupled to the first DC /DC converter, 55 side inverter in series, and the first switch and the second

configured to determine an operating mode for the
primary side inverter and an operating mode for the
secondary side rectifier, and change the operating mode
of the primary side inverter or the secondary side

switch being coupled to the third switch and the fourth
switch in parallel, wherein a common node of the first switch

and the second switch is coupled to a first input terminal of
the resonant tank , and a common node of the third switch

rectifier , the control circuit determining the operating 60 and the fourth switch is coupled to a second input terminal
mode for the primary side inverter or the secondary
of the resonant tank , one of the four switches being a mode

side rectifier by : determining a first input voltage

controlling switch by which the primary side inverter oper

sub - range that an input voltage of the converter falls in ,
determining a second output voltage sub -range that an

ates at the half-bridge mode or a full bridge the full-bridge
mode.

output voltage required of the converter falls in , and 65 8 . The converter of claim 1 , wherein the second non
determining the operating mode for the primary side
isolated DC /DC converter is a Buck converter, a Boost
inverter or the secondary side rectifier according to a converter, or a Buck -Boost converter .
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9. The converter of claim 1 , wherein the second non
isolated DC /DC converter has a multi-level topology and is
operable at a plurality of operating modes corresponding to
the multi- level topology .
10 . The converter of claim 9 , wherein the control circuit 5
is configured to control the second non -isolated DC /DC
converter to operate at the plurality of operating modes .

11. The converter of claim 1, wherein the control circuit

is configured to obtain information comprising the input

converter falls in , and the second combination com

prising an operating for the primary side inverter and an
operating mode for the secondary side rectifier.
18. The method of claim 17, further comprising:
determining the second operating mode for the primary

side inverter or the secondary side rectifier based on the

pre -determined mapping.
19 . The method of claim 18 , wherein determining the

second operating mode for the primary side inverter or the

voltage of the converter and the output voltage of the 10 secondary side rectifier comprises determining the pre

converter , and determine a voltage conversion ratio of the

determined mapping according to information comprising
the input voltage of the converter, the output voltage of the
converter, a voltage conversion ratio of the first DC /DC

first DC /DC converter according to the information .

12 . The converter of claim 1 , wherein the control circuit

is configured to select the pre -determined mapping from a
plurality of mappings according to information comprising
the input voltage of the converter , the output voltage of the
converter, a voltage conversion ratio of the first DC /DC

converter, and a topology of the primary side inverter or the
20. The method of claim 18 , wherein determining the
second operating mode for the primary side inverter or the

15 secondary side rectifier.

converter, and a topology of the primary side inverter or the

secondary side rectifier further comprises determining the

second operating mode for the primary side inverter or the
secondary side rectifier.
13. The converter of claim 1 , wherein the control circuit 20 secondary side rectifier according to a duty cycle of the
is configured to select the pre - determined mapping from a
second non - isolated DC /DC converter.
plurality of mappings indicated by a plurality of look - up
21. The method of claim 20 , further comprising :
tables, each of the plurality of look -up tables comprising a
determining whether the duty cycle of the second non

number of entries , and each entry comprising a voltage
conversion ratio of the first DC /DC converter, a correspond - 25

ing operating mode for the primary side inverter and a
corresponding operating mode for the secondary side rectiof
fier in accordance with a pair of input and output voltages of
the converter.
14 . The converter of claim 1 , wherein the control circuit 30

is configured to determine the operating mode for the
ing to a duty cycle of the second non - isolated DC /DC
converter.
15 . The converter of claim 1 , wherein the control circuit 35

primary side inverter or the secondary side rectifier accord

is further configured to :
determine whether a duty cycle of the second non - isolated
DC /DC converter is within a pre - determined range

isolated DC /DC converter is within a pre -determined

range when the primary side inverter or the secondary
side rectifier is operating at the first operating mode;
and

switching the primary side inverter or the secondary side

rectifier to the second operating mode if the duty cycle
of the second non - isolated DC /DC converter is not

within the pre -determined range.
selecting the second operating mode for the primary side
inverter or the secondary side rectifier when an output
voltage of the converter is unknown .
23. The method of claim 18 , wherein determining the

22 . The method of claim 21, further comprising:

second operating mode for the primary side inverter or the

secondary side rectifier comprises determining the second

when the primary side inverter or the secondary side operating mode for the primary side inverter or the second
rectifier is operating at a first operating mode ; and 40 ary side rectifier according to a plurality of look -up tables,

change the primary side inverter or the secondary side
rectifier to a second operating mode if the duty cycle of
the second non - isolated DC /DC converter is not within

each of the plurality of look -up tables comprising a number
of entries , and each entry comprising a voltage conversion
ratio of the first DC /DC converter, a corresponding operat

the pre -determined range.
is further configured to select the operating mode for the

ing mode for the primary side inverter and a corresponding

primary side inverter or the secondary side rectifier when the

converter.

16 . The converter of claim 15 , wherein the control circuit 45 Operating mode for the secondary side rectifier in accor

output voltage of the converter is unknown .
17 . A method , comprising:
providing a signal to a converter, the converter compris- 50
ing a first DC /DC converter coupled to a second
non - isolated DC /DC converter, wherein the first
DC /DC converter comprises a primary side inverter

coupled to a primary side of a transformer and a
secondary side rectifier coupled to a secondary side of 55
the transformer, the primary side inverter or the sec -

ondary side rectifier operable at multiple operating

modes comprising a full -bridge mode and a half- bridge
mode; and
switching the primary side inverter or the secondary side 60
rectifier from a first operating mode to a second oper -

dance with a pair of input and output voltages of the
24 . A circuit , comprising :

a first DC /DC converter comprising a transformer , a
primary side inverter coupled to a primary side of the
transformer, and a secondary side rectifier coupled to a
secondary side of the transformer, wherein the primary
side inverter or the secondary side rectifier operates at
multiple operating modes comprising a full-bridge
mode and a half-bridge mode ;
a second non -isolated DC /DC converter coupled to the
first DC /DC converter sequentially , the second non
isolated DC /DC converter being a DC /DC converter

without having an isolation transformer in a power
train ; and

ating mode in response to a determination that is made

a control circuit coupled to the first DC /DC converter,
configured to determine an operating mode for the

based on a pre - determined mapping between a first

primary side inverter and an operating mode for the
secondary side rectifier, and change the operatingmode

combination and a second combination , the first com
bination comprising an input voltage sub -range that an 65
input voltage of the converter falls in and an output

voltage sub -range that an output voltage required of the

of the primary side inverter or the operating mode of

the secondary side rectifier, the control circuit deter

mining the operating mode for the primary side inverter
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or the secondary side rectifier according to a first
mapping in a plurality of mappings, wherein each of the
plurality of mappings maps a first combination to a
second combination , the first combination comprising
an input voltage sub - range and an output voltage sub

30
age of the circuit and an output voltage of the circuit, and
determine a voltage conversion ratio of the first DC /DC
converter according to the information .
33 . The circuit of claim 24 , wherein the control circuit is

5 configured to determine the operating mode for the primary

range of the circuit, and the second combination com -

prising the operating mode of the primary side inverter

and the operating mode of the secondary side rectifier .
25 . The circuit of claim 24 , wherein the first DC /DC

side inverter or the secondary side rectifier according to a

duty cycle of the second non -isolated DC /DC converter.

34 . The circuit of claim 24 , wherein the control circuit is
further configured to :

converter is a resonant converter, a multi-level bridge con - 10
verter, or a cascaded converter.
26 . The circuit of claim 24 , wherein the primary side
inverter or the secondary side rectifier comprises , respec

determine whether a duty cycle of the second non - isolated

tively, a plurality of switches and at least one mode con
trolling switch by which the primary side inverter or the 15
secondary side rectifier changes from a first operating mode
to a second operating mode .
27. The circuit of claim 26 , wherein the secondary side
rectifier changes from the first operating mode to the second
operating mode by turning off at least one of the plurality of 20

change the primary side inverter or the secondary side
rectifier to a second operating mode if the duty cycle of
the second non - isolated DC /DC converter is not within
the pre -determined range .
35 . An apparatus, comprising:
an AC /DC converter, the AC /DC converter comprising :
a first DC /DC converter comprising a transformer, a
primary side inverter coupled to a primary side of the
transformer, and a secondary side rectifier coupled to
a secondary side of the transformer, wherein the

switches of the secondary side rectifier except the at least

one mode controlling switch , changing gradually a duty

cycle of the at least one mode controlling switch according
to the second operating mode , and applying gate drives to
the plurality of switches of the secondary side rectifier 25
according to the second operating mode .
28 . The circuit of claim 24 , wherein the secondary side

rectifier comprises four switches, a first switch of the sec

ondary side rectifier being coupled to a second switch of the

secondary side rectifier in series , a third switch of the 30

secondary side rectifier being coupled to a fourth switch of

the secondary side rectifier in series, and the first switch and

the second switch being coupled to the third switch and the
fourth switch in parallel, wherein a common node of the first
switch and the second switch is coupled to a first terminal of 35

a secondary winding of the transformer through a capacitor ,

and wherein a common node of the third switch and the
fourth switch is coupled to a second terminal of the second
ary winding of the transformer , one of the four switches

being a mode controlling switch by which the secondary 40

side rectifier operates at the half -bridge mode or the full

bridge mode .

29 . The circuit of claim 24 , wherein the first DC /DC

converter further comprises a resonant tank coupled between
the primary side inverter and the transformer, the primary 45
side inverter comprising four switches , a first switch of the

DC /DC converter is within a pre-determined range
rectifier is operating at a first operating mode ; and

when the primary side inverter or the secondary side

primary side inverter or the secondary side rectifier
operates at multiple operating modes comprising a

full-bridge mode and a half-bridge mode;
a second non - isolated DC /DC converter coupled to the
first DC /DC converter sequentially, the second non

isolated DC /DC converter being a DC /DC converter
without having an isolation transformer in a power

train ; and
a control circuit coupled to the first DC /DC converter,
configured to determine an operating mode for the
primary side inverter and an operating mode for the
secondary side rectifier, and change the operating

mode of the primary side inverter or the secondary

side rectifier , the control circuit determining the
operating mode for the secondary side rectifier
according to a pre - determined mapping between a
first combination and a second combination ,wherein
the first combination comprises an input voltage
operating mode for the primary side inverter and the

sub -range that an input voltage of the AC /DC con

verter falls in and an output voltage sub -range that an
the second combination comprises the operating

output voltage of the AC /DC converter falls in , and

primary side inverter being coupled to a second switch of the

mode of the primary side inverter and the operating

primary side inverter in series , a third switch of the primary

mode of the secondary side rectifier.
36 . The apparatus of claim 35 , wherein the first DC /DC

side inverter being coupled to a fourth switch of the primary

side inverter in series, and the first switch and the second 50 converter is a resonant converter , a multi -level bridge con

switch being coupled to the third switch and the fourth
switch in parallel ,wherein a common node of the first switch

and the second switch is coupled to a first input terminal of

verter, or a cascaded converter.
37 . The apparatus of claim 35 , wherein the second non
isolated DC /DC converter is a Buck converter , a Boost

the resonant tank , and a common node of the third switch
converter, or a Buck - Boost converter.
and the fourth switch is coupled to a second input terminal 55 38. A method , comprising:
of the resonant tank , one of the four switches being a mode
controlling switch by which the primary side inverter oper

ates at the half -bridge mode or the full -bridge mode .

30 . The circuit of claim 24, wherein the second non
isolated DC /DC converter is a Buck converter, a Boost 60

converter, or a Buck - Boost converter.

31 . The circuit of claim 24 , wherein the control circuit is
configured to control the second non - isolated DC /DC con
verter to operate at multiple operating modes of the second

non - isolated DC /DC converter.

nd

32 . The circuit of claim 24 , wherein the control circuit is

configured to obtain information comprising an input volt

determining an operating mode for a converter, the con

verter comprising a first DC /DC converter coupled to a
second non -isolated DC /DC converter, wherein the first

DC /DC converter comprises a primary side inverter
coupled to a primary side of a transformer and a
secondary side rectifier coupled to a secondary side of
the transformer, the primary side inverter or the sec
ondary side rectifier operable at multiple operating

modes comprising a full-bridge mode and a half-bridge
mode, determining the operating mode of the converter

comprising determining an operating mode of the pri
mary side inverter and an operating mode of the
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secondary side rectifier according to a pre -determined
mapping between a first combination and a second
combination , wherein the first combination comprises

an input voltage sub -range and an output voltage sub
range of the converter, and the second combination 5

comprises the operating mode of the primary side
inverter and the operating mode of the secondary side
rectifier , wherein the input voltage sub - range is deter

mined based on an input voltage of the converter, and
the output voltage sub - range is determined based on an 10

output voltage of the converter ; and

switching the primary side inverter or the secondary side
rectifier between the full-bridge mode and the half

bridge mode according to the determined operating
mode of the primary side inverter and the operating 15

mode of the secondary side rectifier.

39 . The method of claim 38 , wherein the first DC /DC
converter is a resonant converter , a multi- level bridge con

verter , or a cascaded converter.
*
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*
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